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Chapter 6 –Lateral Resistance to Wind and Earthquakes

6.4.2 Shear Wall Design Approaches

Once the whole-building lateral loads have been distributed and assigned
to the floor and roof diaphragms and various designated shear walls, each of these
subassemblies must be designed to resist the assigned shear loads. As discussed,
the whole-building shear loads are distributed to various shear walls ultimately in
accordance with the principle of relative stiffness (whether handled by judgment,
analytic assumptions per a selected design method, or both). Similarly, the
distribution of the assigned shear load to the various shear wall segments within a
given shear wall line is based on the same principle, but at a different scale. The
scale is the subassembly (or shear wall) as opposed to the whole building.

The methods for designing and distributing the forces within a shear wall
line differ as described below. As with the three different approaches described
for the distribution of lateral building loads, the shear wall design methods place
different levels of emphasis on analytic rigor and judgment. Ultimately, the
configuration of the building (i.e., are the walls inherently broken into individual
segments by large openings or many offsets in plan dimensions?) and the required
demand (i.e., shear load) should drive the choice of a shear wall design approach
and the resulting construction detailing. Thus, the choice of which design method
to use is a matter of designer judgment and required performance. In turn, the
design method itself imposes detailing requirements on the final construction in
compliance with the analysis assumptions. Accordingly, the above decisions
affect the efficiency of the design effort and the complexity of the resulting
construction details.

Segmented Shear Wall (SSW) Design Approach

The segmented shear wall design approach, well recognized as a standard
design practice, is the most widely used method of shear wall design. It considers
the shear resisting segments of a given shear wall line as separate “elements,”
with each segment restrained against overturning by the use of hold-down
connectors at its ends. Each segment is a fully sheathed portion of the wall
without any openings for windows or doors. The design shear capacity of each
segment is determined by multiplying the length of the segment (sometimes
called segment width) by tabulated unit shear design values that are available in
the building codes and newer design standards. In its simplest form, the approach
analyzes each shear wall segment for static equilibrium in a manner analogous to
a cantilevered beam with a fixed end (refer to Figures 6.1 and 6.3a). In a wall with
multiple designated shear wall segments, the typical approach to determining an
adequate total length of all shear wall segments is to divide the design shear load
demand on the wall by the unit shear design value of the wall construction. The
effect of stiffness on the actual shear force distribution to the various segments is
simply handled by complying with code-required maximum shear wall segment
aspect ratios (i.e., segment height divided by segment width). Although an inexact
and circuitous method of handling the problem of shear force distribution in a
shear wall line, the SSW approach has been in successful practice for many years,
partly due to the use of conservative unit shear design values.
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When stiffness is considered, the stiffness of a shear wall segment is
assumed to be linearly related to its length (or its total design shear strength).
However, the linear relationship is not realistic outside certain limits. For
example, stiffness begins to decrease with notable nonlinearly once a shear wall
segment decreases below a 4-foot length on an 8-foot-high wall (i.e., aspect ratio
of 2 or greater). This does not mean that wall segments shorter than 4 feet in
width cannot be used but rather that the effect of relative stiffness in distributing
the load needs to be considered. The SSW approach is also less favorable when
the wall as a system rather than individual segments (i.e., including sheathed areas
above and below openings) may be used to economize on design while meeting
required performance (see perforated shear wall design approach below).

As shown in Figure 6.3, it is common either to neglect the contribution of
dead load or assume that the dead load on the wall is uniformly distributed as
would be the case under gravity loading only. In fact, unless the wall is restrained
with an infinitely rigid hold-down device (an impossibility), the uniform dead
load distribution will be altered as the wall rotates and deflects upward during the
application of shear force (see Figure 6.3b). As a result, depending on the rigidity
of the framing system above, the dead load will tend to concentrate more toward
the “high points” in the wall line, as the various segments begin to rotate and
uplift at their leading edges. Thus, the dead load may be somewhat more effective
in offsetting the overturning moment on a shear wall segment than is suggested by
the uniform dead load assumption. Unfortunately, this phenomenon involves
nonrigid body, nonlinear behavior for which there are no simplified methods of
analysis. Therefore, this effect is generally not considered, particularly for walls
with specified restraining devices (i.e., hold-downs) that are, by default, generally
assumed to be completely rigid–an assumption that is known by testing not to
hold true to varying degrees depending on the type of device and its installation.

Basic Perforated Shear Wall (PSW) Design Approach

The basic perforated shear wall (PSW) design method is gaining
popularity among designers and even earning code recognition. The method,
however, is not without controversy in terms of appropriate limits and guidance
on use. A perforated shear wall is a wall that is fully sheathed with wood
structural panels (i.e., oriented strand board or plywood) and that has openings or
“perforations” for windows and doors. The ends of the walls−rather than each
individual segment as in the segmented shear wall method−are restrained against
overturning. As for the intermediate segments of the wall, they are restrained by
conventional or designed framing connections such as those at the base of the
wall that transfer the shear force resisted by the wall to the construction below.
The capacity of a PSW is determined as the ratio of the strength of a wall with
openings to the strength of a wall of the same length without openings. The ratio
is calculated by using two empirical equations given in Section 6.5. Figure 6.5
illustrates a perforated shear wall.


